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“OUR MISSION IS TO BE THE MOST LOVED AND CHOSEN 
 SPECIALIST SPORTS BRAND AROUND THE WORLD 

 - CREATING PRODUCT THAT EMBODIES OUR PASSION AND  
INSPIRES ATHLETES TO ACHIEVE THEIR PERSONAL GOALS.”
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WHY CHOOSE ZONE3?

WHY
CHOOSE 
ZONE3?

-  Some of the highest-rated 

products on the market

-  Developed by elite athletes, 

perfected by every day athletes

-  The highest quality whilst 

maintaining affordable pricing 

-  Superior brand imagery and 

product assets

-  Highest standards in 

 customer service

-  Committed to developing a 

leading global brand

DESIGN. 
DEVELOP. 
INNOVATE. 

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

From first timers to elite-level triathletes, the athlete 

has always been at the centre of our design process, 

constantly striving for ways to help them succeed.

At the very beginning this was a personal motive as 

founder, James Lock, looked for ways he could gain an 

advantage over the opposition as an elite triathlete. This 

passion and motivation runs through every product in 

our range today, supporting athletes in all aspects of 

their racing, training and lifestyle.

In addition to reworking and adding new technologies 

and innovation to existing products, we have also 

added some exciting new, cutting-edge products 

to ensure we remain at the forefront of product 

development and innovation.

EXPERT REVIEWS

“Flexible, fast and very, very hard to fault”

Vision Wetsuit - 92% rating 

from 220 Triathlon Magazine

“As close to perfection as you can  

get with a wetsuit.”

Vanquish Wetsuit - Triathlon Plus

“A brilliant all-rounder that comes at a great price”

Advance Wetsuit - 94% rating from  

220 Triathlon Magazine
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REVIEWS

ZONE3 CONTINUES TO RECEIVE THE 
HIGHEST RATED PRODUCT REVIEWS
Our products are consistently scored highly and awarded top honours by the three most popular triathlon magazines; 220 Triathlon, 

Triathlon Plus and Triathlete USA. In fact, Zone3 has achieved higher percentage ratings and more product awards than any other 

brand over the last eight years.
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REVIEWS

THE WORLD’S 
HIGHEST RATED 
TRIATHLON 
BRAND
Zone3 has built one of the finest reputations in the endurance 

sports market. This has been achieved by a deep-rooted 

passion for endurance sports and ensuring that every 

product offers market leading performance, innovation and 

functionality. Since day one, we have held an athlete-centric 

approach to garment creation, working alongside a full 

spectrum of athletes and highly skilled designers to ensure 

each product is made with laser-precision and the highest 

performance materials available.

We have researched the reviews left by customers on our 

biggest online retailers. Our research found that over the last 

two years, Zone3 has had the highest average review rating 

compared to competitor brands who have sold over 5000 units 

per year excluding SMU’s.
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MARKETING

Hands-on 
Support

We want to be known as a 

brand which is pro-active, 

engaged and supportive 

of the sport’s grassroots. As 

part of this we frequently 

visit triathlon clubs, open 

water venues and events; 

enabling customers to try 

out our suits for themselves. 

We want to engage with 

the customer at every level 

and show them what makes 

our products different and 

how they can help improve 

their performance. Wherever 

possible we want to hold 

events in partnership with 

our dealers and retailers to 

help drive sales.

Digital 
Marketing

Digital marketing is a huge 

part of our business and 

something which we will 

continue to develop and 

evolve every day. Building an 

online demand and getting 

customers into the shops to 

actively search out Zone3 is 

a priority of ours and we aim 

to achieve this using a wide 

range of tools. From making 

sure our product photos and 

imagery is the best it can be, 

and producing breath-taking 

lifestyle videos, creating 

engaging content for our 

blog and social channels 

to help build a strong loyal 

brand following. We continue 

to keep working as hard as 

we can to ensure that Zone3 

is a recognised and desirable 

brand.

Events

Events and grassroots 

support are at the heart 

of the Zone3 brand. We 

supported a huge number 

of events last year, from local 

club races to high profile 

Ironman, Challenge and ITU 

events. We sponsor events in 

over 15 different countries 

have direct contact with 

hundreds of thousands 

of competitors. These 

events provide us with the 

opportunity to reach and 

engage with a huge captive 

audience; from first-timers to 

seasoned Pros. 

Marketing  
& PR

Zone3 has developed a 

strong presence within the 

triathlon media – advertising 

in the key titles in both print 

and digital, as well as gaining 

a number of high profile 

test wins. Our marketing 

efforts are key in generating 

demand and these close 

media relationships have 

been imperative to our 

success. 

As well as working with 

the triathlon media, we are 

also committed to building 

a strong brand following. 

Our social media channels 

are a key communication 

platform and we are proud 

of our continued growth on 

Facebook – gaining followers 

quicker than any other 

triathlon brand over the last 

12 months. 

Zone3 has enjoyed unprecedented organic growth over the last few years 

through positive word of mouth and some of the best industry reviews.  

Product development is at the heart of our success, but we are committed to 

growing our brand awareness further. Marketing, Sponsorship and PR play 

an important role and we are working closely with leading media, events and 

athletes worldwide.

We are focused on becoming the number one triathlon brand in the world. 

We had a huge amount of demand across the new range for 2020 pre-orders 

and know that athletes want much more from Zone3 than just wetsuits and 

triathlon apparel. The swimwear collection continued to be very strong and 

goggles sales have sky-rocketed. Our new range of technical compression and 

lifestyle apparel launched in early 2019 and we’re excited to be able to support 

the athlete at every stage of their journey. 

BECOMING THE NUMBER ONE TRIATHLON 
BRAND IN THE WORLD
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ATHLETES

Josh Amberger

▲ Widely renowned as the 

fastest swimmer in professional 

triathlon, Josh has been first out 

of the water in the Ironman World 

Championships for the last two 

years. An aggressive racer who 

loves racing from the front, Josh 

has his sights set on winning the 

most competitive long distance 

triathlons around the globe.

Daniela Bleymehl 

 

▲ This German long-distance 

triathlete is a previous winner 

of Challenge Roth, Ironman 

Italy and 3 times champion of 

Challenge Heilbronn. With her 

qualification to the Ironman 

World Championships in Kona 

already solidified, Daniela is  

keen to stamp her authority on 

the race.

Radka Kahlefeldt

▲ Originally involved in the 

short distance triathlon events, 

Radka has really found her feet in 

longer distance racing and since 

2018 has performed amazingly 

on the big stage. Just 11 weeks 

after giving birth to her baby 

Ruby, Radka won 70.3 Davao 

which set the tone for her season 

where she picked up a further 6 

victories and came 5th in the 70.3 

World Championships.

Tim Don

▼ A legend in the sport of 

triathlon, “The Don” started racing 

in 1994 and since then has been 

at the top of both short- and 

long-distance events. Although 

his accolades include being a 

4-time World Champion and 

Ironman World Record Holder, 

arguably he is most well known 

for his recovery from an accident 

in 2017 that left him with a 

broken neck. This journey from 

hospital bed to the Ironman 

World Championships captivated 

the interest of passionate 

triathletes worldwide.

Jake Birtwhistle

▼ An ITU triathlon star who 

is known for his blistering run 

speed, especially over short 

distances. His 2018 saw him take 

both a gold and a  silver medal 

in the Commonwealth games 

triathlons, in the mixed relay and 

individual events respectively. 

He also ended the season ranked 

3rd overall in the world. With 

2021 being the year of the Tokyo 

Olympic games, Jake has his 

sights set on an Olympic gold 

medal.

Non Stanford 

▼ A fan favourite in short-

distance triathlon, this Welsh 

pocket rocket is known for her 

run speed. A previous World 

Champion, Non is eager to 

build on her past successes. The 

coming years will see Non aiming 

to qualify for the Tokyo Olympic 

Games in 2021 after her previous 

Olympic bid came up just short 

of a medal in 4th position.

ATHLETE SPONSORSHIP
The end user is at the heart of every product we develop and our 

sponsorship plays a key role in product development, testing and 

feedback. We not only sponsor Olympians, Ironman Champions and 

high-profile teams but also a very wide range of amateur age-group 

athletes, junior and development athletes, and para-athletes. 

We have a close relationship with all of our athletes who are looked 

after by our in-house sponsorship manager. It’s a two-way partnership 

– we provide them with the best product available on the market for 

their input and advocacy. We’re proud to have talented and successful 

athletes but also local heroes who always help spread the word.
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QUEEN’S AWARD

ZONE3 RECEIVES  
THE QUEEN’S AWARD 
FOR ENTERPRISE
We are delighted to announce 

that we have won the prestigious 

Queen’s Award for Enterprise 

2018, recognising the company’s 

outstanding growth and 

international expansion.

The esteemed and highly sought-

after award for international trade 

was earned by our efforts to build 

a global brand and replicate the 

success achieved in the UK. This has 

been achieved from a deep-rooted 

passion for endurance sports. Our 

company policy also ensures the 

highest performance products are 

delivered to our customers.

The award, recommended by 

the Prime Minister, was formally 

presented at our head office, 

by HRH The Duke of Kent and 

Lord Lieutenant Michael More-

Molyneux at our offices on the 

13th November, following a Royal 

reception at Buckingham Palace 

over the summer.

Our founder James Lock, an elite 

level triathlete, started developing 

the business in 2006 after 

graduating from Loughborough 

University. The key focus was on 

improving his race speed and 

simply trying to earn enough to 

cover his training and racing costs.

Due to the quality of the product 

and Lock’s dedication, the brand 

has been catapulted to reach a 

global audience. This has been 

achieved without any investment or 

business partners. Instead, through 

building a fantastic team of staff 

and ensuring that each product 

is packed with innovative designs 

and features. Today, Zone3 retails in 

over 25 countries and is the brand 

of choice for many athletes of all 

levels.

Commenting on the recent win, 

Lock said: “I am incredibly proud 

that Zone3 has been awarded a 

Queen’s Award for Enterprise for 

International Trade. As the UK’s 

most prestigious business award, 

this accolade is testament to 

our company mission to be the 

most loved and chosen specialist 

sports brand in the world. My own 

background as a former athlete 

and my innate passion for triathlon 

and competitive nature has been 

a driving force behind the Zone3 

brand. It has helped me to build the 

business up from a grassroots level 

to a global market player. We are 

all delighted that our international 

growth has been recognised and 

this has been achieved thanks to an 

exceptionally talented, positive and 

hardworking team of staff.”

This award has firmly cemented our 

position in the global sportswear 

marketplace. We have grown 

organically year-on-year, and have 

seen growth in overseas sales and 

continued international product 

demand.
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CORE WETSUITS

CORE
WETSUITS
The core range is a collection of multi award-winning 

wetsuits. Each style has been refined and improved over the 

last ten years and our reputation continues to grow as being 

the best triathlon wetsuit manufacturer in the world. 

Designed for beginners all the way through to International 

standard athletes, each suit offers the very best 

performance, comfort and fit for the given price point. 
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CORE WETSUITS

ECO FRIENDLY 
NEOPRENE

Combining earth mined 

limestone with scrap rubber tires 

to reduce energy consumption 

and C02 emissions by 200g per 

suit* We also ensure the majority 

of neoprene production waste is 

then recycled back into the suits 

ready for the next production, 

helping to minimise landfill waste.

* On selected suits.

AQUA DYNAMIC 
COATINGS 

All Zone3 suits are coated with 

an aqua dynamic covering which 

significantly minimises any drag 

through the water as well as 

improves durability.

SPRING LOADED 
DESIGN

All Zone3 suits offer a spring 

loaded shoulder design to 

generate a more rythmic swim 

stroke, enabling faster and more 

energy efficient swimming.

UNPARALLELED 
FLEXIBILITY

The Yamamoto neoprene used 

in all Zone3 wetsuits has been 

developed to allow for maximum 

flexibility with a 4-way stretch. 

This provides unrestricted 

movement stroke after stroke, 

minimising fatigue and muscular 

tension in the shoulders, chest, 

abdomen and legs.

COMFORT FIT

 

The wetsuits are not only 

designed for performance but 

also comfort. This is ensured by 

using some of the world’s highest 

quality inner linings and features, 

such as our T-shirt neck collar 

design.

MEASURED 
BUOYANCY

All Zone3 suits feature balanced 

neoprene thickness to give you 

maximum buoyancy and core 

support without disturbing your 

stroke.

ULTRA THIN & 
LIGHTWEIGHT

We developed a neoprene that is 

extremely lightweight, thin and 

comfortable, allowing the user 

to feel as if they aren’t wearing a 

wetsuit at all. Designed for speed, 

flexibility and a natural feeling 

swim; all without loss of strength. 

Zone3 wetsuits are extremely 

durable and made to last as part 

of our commitment to the athlete.

PRO SPEED 
CUFFS™

Pro Speed TM arm and leg cuffs use 

a specifically formulated silicone 

coating to make the wetsuit come 

off extremely quickly. Perfect to 

increase transition speed or for 

novices.

HIGHLY  
DURABLE

Designed for speed, flexibility and 

a natural feeling swim; all without 

loss of strength. Zone3 wetsuits 

are extremely durable and made 

to last as part of our commitment 

to the athlete.

C
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CORE WETSUITS

VANQUISH
The Vanquish is our premium suit and viewed by many as the best triathlon wetsuit 

in the world. Building on five years’ worth of fantastic feedback, the Vanquish is 

the choice of thousands of top triathletes worldwide - offering unprecedented fit, 

comfort and performance:

- BRS MARK 0.3mm SCS-CELL Yamamoto Neoprene  

in the sleeves give complete freedom of movement

- Panel layout ensures full body contouring

-  Unparalleled flexibility through the shoulders, chest and  

back with full-span 1.5mm Yamamoto #40SCS neoprene

- Premium Silk-Fit lining for comfort next to the skin

-  Laser cut 1.5mm moulded collar for our most  

comfortable fit ever

-  A combination of 8 unique materials including super buoyant 

Yamamoto Aerodome on the chest, torso and legs, with NBR 

hip panels for core support and rotation control.

-  Moulded Cool-Spot forearm panels for improved feel  

and catch in the water
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CORE WETSUITS

“AS CLOSE TO PERFECTION AS 
YOU CAN GET WITH A WETSUIT”
94% rating from 220 Triathlon Magazine, 2018

2mm

1.5mm

3mm

4mm

5mm

SIZE NOTES

S  

SM

ST 

M

ML

MT

L

XL

MENS - WS19WVAN101

MENS

SIZE NOTES

XS  

S

ST 

M

L 

WOMENS - WS19WVAN101
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ASPIRE
The Aspire has won multiple ‘Best Buy’ and ‘Editors Choice’ awards and is still the only 

wetsuit to ever receive a 10/10 rating by 220 Triathlon magazine. It is known in the 

industry as being one of the very best mid-range wetsuits on the market and has 

become one of the strongest selling suits in the world at this price point. The new 

design has increased flexibility and a redesigned one-piece shoulder panel that now 

follows the Vanquish construction. The stylish graphics give the premium and strong 

look which represents the level of performance that this suit offers.

-  One-piece shoulder  & chest panel design  

for maximum flexibility. 

-  Men’s suit now includes Aerodome hip panels for  

increased core support and buoyancy

-  New raw-cut collar gives full neck comfort and flexibility.

-  Full use of #39 Yamamoto materials combined with  

premium inner linings

-  Tiered buoyancy construction for optimum streamlined 

swimming and kick efficiency, with reduced buoyancy on the 

ladies version

-  Pro-Speed cuffs TM for lightning quick transitions

-  Limited Edition colourway available

220 MAGAZINE’S FIRST EVER 
10/10 WETSUIT REVIEW

CORE WETSUITS
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SIZE NOTES

S  

SM

ST 

M

ML

MT

L

XL

XXL

MENS - WS19MASP101  

SIZE NOTES

XS  

S

SM 

ST

M

L

XL

WOMENS - WS19WASP101  

2mm

1.5mm

3mm

4mm

5mm

CORE WETSUITS

“Possibly the most comfortable wetsuits we’ve ever worn”

2019 BEST IN CLASS AWARD, Triathlete USA.
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VISION
The new Vision features Yamamoto #39 SCS and an adapted buoyancy profile for 

Men’s and Women’s. The Men’s offering maximum buoyancy including Aerodome on 

the hip panels and the Women’s offering a neutral buoyancy for a super comfortable 

and natural feeling swim.

The Vision is a mid-level wetsuit but at an entry-level price point so perfect for 

beginners, experienced swimmers and those looking to upgrade their first wetsuit to 

a higher performance and more flexible suit.  

-  Free-Flex SCS shoulder panel featuring Yamamoto #39 

neoprene 

- X-10 one-piece shoulder panel design extends across the  

 chest and shoulders to give even more flexibility and 

 stroke efficiency 

- B.R.E, Body Rotation Enhancement panel on the front chest  

 to help maximise distance per stroke and body roll during 

 the swim. 

- Men’s suit weight reduced by an outstanding 14% versus  

 2020 despite offering more buoyancy! 

- Use of 10 different materials to maximise performance,  

 comfort and durability.  

- Men’s suit featuring 5mm buoyancy panels on the torso  

 and front legs as well as Aerodome on the hip panels to offer  

 significant core support 

- Women’s suit utilising 3mm panels for a neutral 

 buoyancy profile.

CORE WETSUITS

NEW FOR

2021

    NOT ACTUAL 2021 PRODUCT IMAGES
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SIZE NOTES

S  

SM

ST 

M

ML

MT

L

XL

XXL

MENS - WS21MVIS101

SIZE NOTES

XS  

S

SM 

ST

M

L

XL

WOMENS - WS21WVIS101

“FLEXIBLE, FAST AND VERY, 
VERY HARD TO FAULT”
92% rating from 220 Triathlon Magazine

CORE WETSUITS

2.5mm

1.5mm

2mm

3mm

7 7

WOMEN’S

2.5mm

1.5mm

2mm

3mm

5mm

7 7

MEN’S

5mm Aerodome
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ADVANCE
A huge step forward has been made for the Advance wetsuit going into 2021 

including the use of the world’s highest performance YAMAMOTO foam. 

Recognised as the best entry-level wetsuit on the market, the new Advance 

takes performance to the next level and maintains a premium look whilst 

keeping the price point as low as possible. The Advance is an amazing value suit 

although certainly doesn’t lack in performance - punching well above its price 

tag. The perfect suit for open water swimmers or triathletes looking for a high 

performance entry-level wetsuit. 

-  Brand New Yamamoto #39 SCS Free-Flex shoulder panel

- Weight reduced by 16% versus 2020 suit whilst offering same  

 buoyancy and warmth. 

- Use of 10 different materials to maximise performance,  

 comfort and durability despite the low price point. 

- A mixture of Speedflo and Smoothskin used according to the  

 panel position.

- 4mm buoyancy panel on torso and legs for core support.

- Pro-Speed cuffs on the legs for easy removal

- Laser-cut collar

- Raglan sleeve panel layout for flexibility and stroke efficiency

- New premium graphics including black gloss and gunmetal  

 finishes contrasting with contemporary colour contrasts. 

CORE WETSUITS

NEW FOR

2021

    NOT ACTUAL 2021 PRODUCT IMAGES
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SIZE NOTES

S  

SM

ST 

M

ML

MT

L

XL

XXL

MENS - WS21MADV101

SIZE NOTES

XS  

S

SM 

ST

M

L

XL

WOMENS - WS21WADV101

“A BRILLIANT ALL-ROUNDER 
THAT COMES AT A GREAT PRICE”
94% rating from 220 Triathlon Magazine

CORE WETSUITS

2.5mm

1.5mm

2mm

3mm

4mm
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AGILE
Due to great success and reviews of our limited-edition Valour wetsuit in 2020, 

the Agile launches in 2021 to help service the huge growth in demand for high-

quality, entry-level wetsuits. 

What makes this product different to other entry level wetsuits on the market:

- No flatlock stitching. Fully glued and blind stitched to ensure waterproof seams,  

 flexibility through the suit and no internal seam discomfort. 

- No nylon neoprene panels. The Agile is made from a mixture of Speedflo and  

 Smoothskin coatings to ensure water doesn’t enter the suit or get heavy and 

 cause drag. 

- Performance focus. Like all Zone3 products, even though the materials and   

 thickness can’t compare with the likes of our Aspire, the Agile is designed for 

 speed and comfort. 

Key features of the Agile:

- Talon Resistant Coating. A unique formula applied to the leg and side panels to  

 improve durability and reduce customer service or warranty questions when  

 beginners create  fingernail tears by accident. 

- 2mm Flex-Fit shoulder panels for flexibility and a 4mm legs panel for core 

 buoyancy support. 

- A combination of 2mm, 3mm and 4mm panels and appropriate linings to offer a 

 well-balanced and comfortable swim. 

- Slimline Pro Speed Cuffs for speed of removal. 

- Modern styling and graphics which align with our new Advance and Vision models. 

CORE WETSUITS

NEW FOR

2021
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SIZE NOTES

S  

SM

ST 

M

ML

MT

L

XL

XXL

MENS - WS21MAGI116

SIZE NOTES

XS  

S

SM 

ST

M

L

XL

WOMENS - WS21WAGI114

CORE WETSUITS

    NOT ACTUAL 2021 PRODUCT IMAGES

3mm

2mm

4mm
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SPECIALIST
SUITS

SPECIALIST WETSUITS
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SPECIALIST WETSUITS

VISION 
SLEEVELESS 
Based on our award winning Vision wetsuit, this sleeveless version is for those 

who swim in warmer water conditions. The Vision Sleeveless packs in all the 

great features you would find in the Vision, but with the added benefit of 

increased freedom around the shoulders and arms. 

WOMENS - WS18WSLV101
MENS - WS18MSLAV101
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SPECIALIST WETSUITS

ASPIRE 
LIMITED 
EDITION 
The Limited Edition Aspire started life as an ‘April Fools’ joke which caught us by 

surprise! Turns out the market loved it and we received a large number of requests 

for us to go into production. We took this feedback on and haven’t looked back! The 

Limited Edition Aspire is one of the brightest wetsuits on the market whilst featuring 

all of the same performance materials and features as the mainline Aspire

WOMENS LTD. ED - WS19WLTD101
MENS LTD. ED - WS19MLTD101
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SPECIALIST WETSUITS

ASPIRE 
THERMAL
Sometimes we need to swim in conditions that our normal suits just 

weren’t made for. 

For those colder swims, we have taken one of the highest-rated wetsuits 

of the last decade, the Aspire, and added a carefully constructed 

thermal fleece lining to enhance it’s warmth.

-  Warmth: Staying warm is the key feature of the Aspire 

Thermal Wetsuit, to achieve that we have combined 

Premium SCS #39 Yamamoto fabrics known for their 

high heat retention, with fleece lining to the key 

muscles groups which require extra warmth when 

swimming in colder conditions.

-  Speed: Fast in the water, the aqua dynamic ‘SCS’ Nano 

coating reduces the drag of a regular wetsuit from 0.4 

to just 0.021.

-  Flexibility: A massive 480-580% in elongation, 

compared with human skin (underarm) which is 

just 60-70%. Superior flexibility and comfort with an 

expansion of 7x conventional wetsuit materials.

-  Environmentally Friendly & Buoyant: Derived from 

limestone that has a 23% higher closed-cell structure 

than oil, increasing buoyancy levels for the swimmer.

WOMENS - WS20WTHRM101

MENS - WS20MTHRM101
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SWIMRUN

EVOLUTION 
SWIMRUN 

WOMENS - WS21WSRE101

MENS - WS21MSRE101

CENTER

NEW FOR

2021

The concept design of the 2021 Evolution has shifted from a swimming wetsuit you can run 

in, to a running wetsuit which you can swim in. This sounds simple but has involved a full re-

design process carefully balancing the flexibility, buoyancy and a 30% weight reduction. We 

believe we have found the perfect combination and have a built a market leading Swimrun 

suit ready to take on the competition and excel in the sport. 

- Yamamoto #39 SCS shoulder panels for ultimate flexibility 

- An astounding 30% weight reduction versus the 2020 version, now weighting only 650  

 grams whilst still offering great buoyancy panels and core body warmth properties. This is  

 the lightest full neoprene Swimrun suit on the market with over 2 pockets. 

- Sandwich panels chest construction providing 3mm buoyancy panels within a 1.5mm  

 panel to give the buoyancy and warmth required without sacrificing flexibility for chest  

 expansion and comfort during the run.

- 5mm Aerodome torso panels for maximum buoyancy within the small space available.

- Ultra-lightweight and high stretch leg panels in nylon material with internal silicone leg  

 grippers for comfort and durability. 

- 6 storage pockets – Double zipped pockets on back, inside pockets as well as side of legs.

- Smaller and lighter weight zipper compared to swimming wetsuits. 

- A combination of high visibility silver back panel to reflect the sun’s heat during the run

 and gunmetal metal panels for a premium and functional look. 

- High flexibility arm sleeves included. 

NOT ACTUAL 2021 PRODUCT IMAGES
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1.5mm

2mm

4mm

4mm A

4.5mm 

SWIMRUN

NEOPRENE CALF SLEEVES - 
BLACK/ORANGE

A new version of our much-loved calf sleeves which offer 

5mm Yamamoto neoprene buoyancy to the lower legs to 

help keep feet on top of the water and are encased in a nylon 

sleeve for improved durability and transition speed.  

WS21UCSL101
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SWIMRUN

VERSA 
SWIMRUN 

MENS - WS21MSRV101 
WOMENS - WS21WSRV101

NEW FOR

2021

The Versa suit is the perfect multi-purpose suit, offering excellent levels of performance, at 

an entry-level price point. The Versa is great for keeping you warm during the freedom of 

your Swimrun, SUP adventures and your adrenaline-filled coasteering explorations. Featuring 

lightweight, breathable and high-stretch materials, the Versa offers great comfort, visibility 

and functionality.

-  New leg panel design finished above the knee and thickness reduced to 1mm

-  Shoulder and arm sleeve panels updated to 1mm high-stretch Smoothskin for 

 improved speed and flexibility

-  Innovative Neo-Breathe neoprene for breathability on the back and underarms

-  Central torso 3mm buoyancy panels. 

-  Easy to use front zip and flatlock seaming for comfort

-  Large zipped back pocket and inside pockets as per the Evolution wetsuit

-  Bright coloured panels and logos for visibility 

    NOT ACTUAL 2021 PRODUCT IMAGES

1mm

1.5mm

2mm
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SWIMRUN

The Zone3 SwimRun Belt is the ultimate 

accessory for athletes looking to take part in 

SwimRun events. The belt features an easy to 

access mesh front pouch for all your personal 

and nutritional needs, compass and whistle 

holders to comply with the required kit list and 

D-loops to add attachments.

As part of our SwimRun range this belt is 

designed to be fully customisable, with each 

attachment being removable to suit your needs.

The belt also features reflective detailing for low 

light use as well as a size adjuster for a secure fit 

around the waist.

WS18USRB101

WS18USRC101

SR20USHO101SR20UTOP101

NEW FOR

2020
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SWIM SKINS

SHORTSLEEVE 
SWIMSKINS
The new Zone3 swimskin has been designed to be the world’s fastest because it’s 

used by the world’s fastest. After Josh Amberger won the Kona swim for a second 

time in 2019, we set out to find ways to make our Swimskin even faster and by 

working with our partners at Yamamoto we have integrated a revolutionary SCS swim 

fabric which is FINA approved and extremely fast through the water. The key features 

of this material include:

1. High-density knitted structure with 100% water repellent SCS coating

2. SCS technology allows only the surface of suit to have hydrophilic property  

 therefore meeting FINA approval.

3. Normally, swimskin surface frictional resistance is 1.8cdf whereas this innovative  

 new SCS material has a surface frictional resistance of only 0.025cdf making it the  

 world’s fastest through the water.

Whilst this material is featured on the chest panel, the rest of suit continues to offer 

extra core support and reduced drag. The remaining panels are made up from a 

selection of our X2R fabrics, a premium revolutionary woven fabric which is one of 

the lightest and most compressive fabrics available. It is extremely hydrophobic with 

only a 5% water absorption rate. 

To minimise drag seams have been kept to a minimum and are fully seal bonded. The 

unique short sleeve panel design allows for maximum freedom of movement whilst 

providing full tri-suit coverage whatever you race in.

NEW FOR

2021
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SWIM SKINS

WOMENS - SS21WWTC101

MENS - SS21MWTC101

    NOT ACTUAL 2021 PRODUCT IMAGES

    NOT ACTUAL 2021 PRODUCT IMAGES
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SWIM SKINS

STREAMLINE 
SWIM SKINS
The Zone3 Streamline Swim Skin has been developed as an entry level version of 

our classic Swim Skin. Made from a lightweight and compressive woven fabric, with 

bright coloured back panels for extra visibility and performance. The suit is fully water 

repellent and together with bonded seams helps reduce drag through the water.
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SWIM SKINS

WOMENS - SS18WSTL101

MENS - S18MSTL101
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GOGGLES

GOGGLES 
HIGH PERFORMANCE GOGGLES
FOR POOL AND OPEN WATER SWIMMING

It took years of testing to find the perfect goggles to 

complement the Zone3 range. They are packed full of great 

features, including 100% UVA/UVB protection and wide 

angle anti-fog lenses. We pride ourselves of offering a range 

of lense types that offer clarity in all types of swimming. 

With the addition of a new style and updated colourways for 

2021, there is a style and shape to suit every swimmer. 
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POLARIZED 
LIGHT 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 

We use premium polarized lenses 

that reduce the effect of glare 

from the water and surrounding 

objects; producing fantastic 

clarity in all weather.

ULTRA-SOFT 
GASKETS

Ultra-soft silicone gaskets are 

used on all Zone3 goggles; 

perfect for long distance swims 

and protecting against wayward 

limbs. They provide a brilliant 

seal whilst causing less pressure 

around the eye.

WIDE ANGLE 
LENSES

Our large curved lenses give an 

excellent field of vision ensuring 

your view is unrestricted and feels 

as natural as possible.

REACTIVE 
LENSES

Reactive lenses utilise 

photochromatic technology to 

automatically react to changing 

light conditions. Our most 

advanced lens technology, it 

reduces glare and softens the 

light when swimming outside.

100% UVA/UVB 
PROTECTION

All our goggles offer 100% UVA/

UVB protection; blocking out the 

sun’s harmful rays.

GOGGLES

UV
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HORIZON - our wide angle lenses 

feature a one-piece curved surface 

to aid your peripheral vision whilst 

swimming. This unrestricted view 

allows you to concentrate on your 

technique and gives you the full 

picture of what’s around you. 

LUCID - ultra clear lenses that 

utilise a combination of the latest 

polycarbonate materials and high 

quality finishes to reduce fogging and 

guarantee crystal clear vision in all 

conditions. Paired with our Polarized 

Light Management System, our goggles 

and sunglasses offer unparalleled 

clarity of vision.

eclipse - our most advanced technology. 

Utilising photochromatic technology to 

automatically adjust to changing light 

conditions. The weather is an untameable 

and fickle force that can have a great 

effect on your performance. By reacting 

to changes in the brightness levels, our 

eclipse lenses ensure uninterrupted vision 

whilst outside.

GOGGLES

HORIZON LUC ID e c l i p s e

HORIZONLUC ID

SA21GOGVE113

SA21GOGVE115

SA21GOGVE114

SA21GOGVE101

SA21GOGVE108

SA21GOGVE102

SA21GOGVE112

VENATOR-X 
Brand new goggles from Zone3 for 2021 with an exclusive mould 

design. Taking learnings and feedback from both professionals and 

amateurs on the Attack and Vapour goggles, we have been able to 

combine the best components of each to make a great fitting, highly 

comfortable goggle which is designed for training and racing in open 

water or for indoor or outdoor pool training. 

We are privileged for the Venator-X goggles to be the choice of the 

leading professional Ironman swimmer, Josh Amberger, and have 

therefore created a signature line especially for him. We are confident 

that this goggle can help Josh win a third straight swim in Kona and 

hopefully break the world record. A fantastic value goggle which we are 

predicting will sell in very high volumes. 

- Seven contemporary and stylish colourways available.

- A variety of lens options depending on the conditions   

 including Polarised Mirror, Photochromatic and Tinted.

- Super soft silicone gaskets for comfort around the eyes

- LUCID lenses with Anti-Fog coating for optimum clarity 

- HORIZON wide angle, curved lenses for superior vision 

- Double strap with dimpled grips and easy 

 adjustable sizing

- 100% UVA/UVB protection 

NEW FOR

2021
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HORIZON

LUC ID

“A TOP QUALITY 
AND COMFORTABLE 
RACING GOGGLE 
WITH WIDE-
RANGING APPEAL”
85% from 220 
Triathlon Magazine, 2018

VOLARE
Volare racing goggle is the ultimate hybrid goggle, the low-profile design and 

performance of a pool racer is perfectly complemented by the comfort afforded by 

the cushioning of the ultra-soft silicone gaskets usually only featured in open water 

swimming goggles. This allows the Volare to give outstanding performance in the 

pool or open water.

- Interchangeable nose bridge for customised fit

- LUCID lenses with anti-fog treatment 

- HORIZON wide angle lenses

- Ultra-soft silicone gaskets for comfort and protection

- Polarized Mirror lenses 

- 100% UVA/UVB Protection

- Twin-adjustable head strap

SA19GOGVI103

SA19GOGVI117

SA19GOGVI105

SA19GOGVO101 SA19GOGVO102

SA18GOGVO109

SA18GOGVO108

VIPER-SPEED

A hydro-dynamic design for fast, streamlined swimming. Further enhanced with ultra-soft 

silicone seals for supreme comfort so perfectly suitable for training or racing. Tinted, anti-fog 

treated lenses allow for crystal clear vision and reduce the glare and irritation of bright pool 

lighting.  The thin silicone strap feels almost invisible and Ultrafast Quick-fit strap adjust system 

allows a for a fine-tuned fit.

- Streamlined hydro-dynamic design

- LUCID lenses with tinted finish and anti-fog treatment 

- HORIZON wide angle lenses

- QuickFIT strap adjustment system

- Ultra-soft silicone gaskets for comfort and protection

- Thin silicone strap gives an “invisible” hold 

- 100% UVA/UVB protection

GOGGLES

“A MIGHTILY 
IMPRESSIVE SET 
OF GOGGLES THAT 
TICK ALL THE 
PERFORMANCE 
BOXES”
94% from 220 
Triathlon Magazine, 2018

HORIZON

LUC ID
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APOLLO
For swimmers who find standard goggles a little too big for them the Apollo goggles have a smaller frame 

allowing for a better seal around the eyes on those with a smaller head/face; ideal for junior swimmers.  The 

ultra-soft silicone seals allow for a comfortable swim over any distance and also minimise the risk of an eye 

injury from the impact of a flailing limb of another swimmer. 

- Low profile frame

- LUCID lenses with anti-fog treatment 

- HORIZON wide angle lenses

- Ultra-soft silicone gaskets for comfort and protection

- Two different lens options for various light conditions 

- 100% UVA/UVB protection

VISION-MAX
For swimmers who are looking for comfort above all else, a mask style swim goggle is the perfect solution.  

The ultra-soft silicone seals sit on the forehead and below the eyes taking all pressure off the eyes and 

delicate eye sockets.  The position and size of the seal also takes the impact of any stray limbs of other 

swimmers allowing the wearer confidence in mass starts and swimming in crowded waters that their mask 

won’t get dislodged. 

- LUCID lenses with tinted finish and anti-fog treatment 

- HORIZON wide angle lenses (180 ° Panoramic Vision)

- Ultra-soft silicone seal for comfort and protection

- Low profile mask style design for minimal drag

- Scratch resistant lenses

- Split yoke strap

GOGGLES

- LUCID lenses with anti-fog treatment 

- HORIZON wide angle lenses

- Ultra-soft silicone gaskets for comfort and protection

- Polarised Mirror lenses 

- Available with eclipse photochromatic lenses

- 100% UVA/UVB protection

VAPOUR

Ultra-soft silicone combines with a great fit making them the perfect goggle for open water 

or pool training sessions.  The large curved lenses give an excellent field of vision allowing 

you to carefully navigate your direction and spot any other swimmers.  Anti-fog protection 

gives crystal clear vision whilst the polarised lenses minimise the suns glare. The flexible 

silicone frame and easy adjust straps means they fit a wide range of head and face sizes.

SA20GOGVA106

SA19GOGVA103

SA18GOGVA112

SA18GOGVA103

SA18GOGVA102

SA19GOGVA113

SA18GOGAP116

SA19GOGAP106 SA18GOGVI

HORIZONLUC ID e c l i p s e

HORIZON HORIZONLUC ID LUC ID
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ASPECT 
Giving a whole new ASPECT to your swim. We believe we have found the very best compromise between 

an Open Water and Pool goggle which performs absolutely brilliantly in all conditions. To make it even 

better these goggles are available in 9 different lens options so are perfect for all conditions. The Aspect 

goggles offer fantastic comfort and vision which makes for a very exciting addition to the range.

GOGGLES

SA19GOGAT113

SA20GOGAS101

SA20GOGAS106 SA20GOGAS121 SA20GOGAS117

SA20GOGAS114 SA20GOGAS102 SA20GOGAS105

SA20GOGAS120 SA20GOGAS116

ATTACK

Flexible in more ways than one; it is the perfect goggle for both open water and 

pool swimming and the soft silicone frame, easy adjust straps and ultra-soft 

silicone gaskets means they fit perfectly on a wide variety of head and face sizes/

shapes. If you are looking for comfort and performance, you can’t go wrong with 

Attack Goggle.

- Polarized Mirror Lenses

- LUCID lenses with tinted finish and anti-fog treatment 

- HORIZON wide angle lenses

- Ultra-soft silicone gaskets for comfort and protection

- Thin silicone strap gives an “invisible” hold 

- Available with eclipse photochromatic lenses

- 100% UVA/UVB protection

-  Streamlined hydro-dynamic design

-  LUCID lenses with tinted finish  
and anti-fog treatment

-  HORIZON wide angle lenses 

-  QuickFIT strap adjustment system

-   Ultra-soft silicone gaskets for  
comfort and protection

-   Thin silicone strap gives an “invisible” hold

- 100% UVA/UVB protection

SA20GOGAT106

SA20GOGAT114

SA18GOGAT108

SA18GOGAT110

SA18GOGAT101

HORIZONLUC ID

HORIZON

LUC ID

e c l i p s e
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TRI APPAREL

TRI
APPAREL
No triathlon is won in the water which is why our tri apparel 

has been designed to help get you to finish line in the fastest 

time possible. Performance fabrics and design features 

ensure maximum comfort and breathability – helping you 

push harder. 
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TRI APPAREL

TOTAL ZIP 
PROTECTION

Each Zone3 suit has had a lot of 

care and attention put into it, 

this includes the inner protection 

system which ensures no rubbing 

on the sharp edges along the zip.

FABRICS

We utilise the finest fabrics from 

all over the world to offer the 

highest performance and comfort 

during the swim, bike and run. 

Every product is tried and tested 

to ensure it meets our high 

standards – if it’s not something 

our athletes would use, it’s not 

something we’d sell. 

CONSTRUCTION

The suits use either an innovative 

glue-bonded seam structure or 

flat-lock stitching designed for 

maximum strength and comfort.

ELASTIC  
TECHNOLOGY  
AND PIPING

Anatomically designed following 

flatlock or bonded construction 

for an unrestricted range of 

movement and reduced chafing. 

The fabrics are chosen on 

their performance and elastic 

properties further enhancing 

human body movement.

AERODYNAMICS 

A number of our suits are made 

with Aerodynamic fabrics and 

panel designs to help reduce drag 

and improve race times. 

COVERAGE  

We carefully select the denier 

rating and compression of our 

fabrics so they offer optimum 

coverage for body confidence. 

PADS

All suits use Italian designed pads 

to minimise water absorption 

and providing protection during 

the cycling phase, without 

impeding your swim or run. Fine-

line stitching is used to ensure 

maximum comfort and avoid risk 

of chaffing.

POCKETS 

Pockets have been carefully 

positioned on to some suits to 

store nutritional products or 

other race accessories whilst not 

creating excessive drag.

SILICONE LEG 
GRIPPERS

Positioned on the leg hem of each 

suit to prevent any movement of 

the shorts whilst also helping to 

prevent irritation. Unique design 

to offer just the right pressure.
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AEROFORCE
DEVELOPING THE WORLD’S FASTEST AND MOST 
AERODYNAMIC TRI SUIT
 

New for 2021 we have collaborated with NOPINZ, specialists in creating 

aerodynamically optimized cycling speedsuits, to develop the world’s fastest tri suit.

European performance fabrics have been put through their paces under numerous 

conditions, including wind tunnel testing, to ensure each fabric selected utilises 

all the properties required to improve race times. 3D fabrics disrupt the airflow to 

cut through the air reducing drag, whilst ulltra-lightweight and breathable fabrics, 

incorporated with ColdBlack technology is used across the body’s core which is 

combined with a with a water repellent finish to give speed through the water. These 

fabrics are also designed to increase the range of motion to reduce fatigue across the 

shoulders and helps to regulate the body’s temperature during the bike and run. 

Targeted compression on the legs help reduce fatigue and aid recovery time and 

pads have come from the Italian experts; Elastic Interface.

- The most advanced development of our Aeroforce fabric

-  Wind tunnel and Velodrome validation

-  Extremely lightweight, water repellent and breathable.

-  ColdBlack coating for reduced IR absorption

-  Compression on lower body, Aero pockets, stretch zipper
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MEN’S - TS20MAFS101 
   WOMEN’S - TS20WAFS101                                             

MEN’S -TW20MAFT101
WOMEN’S - TS20WAFS101

MEN’S -SS21WWTC101
WOMEN’S - TS21WAFSL101

-  Aerodynamic fabric on the sleeves and side panels at 

optimum positioning for drag reduction. 

-  Low profile neckline for improved fit without chafing. 

-  Aero designed pockets for generous storage without 

effecting performance or increasing drag.

-  Lightweight and flexible zip offers freedom of 

movement and a closer fit, with lockable slider for 

adjustable ventilation.

-  Elastic Interface performance pad, quick drying with 

perforated foam for extra breathability, multiple 

density for increased on the bike cushioning, pre 

molded wings with a soft microfibre face for superior 

freedom of movement and comfort across 

 all disciplines.

-  Super lightweight aero top with 3D fabrics across the 

arms and upper chest to distort the airflow resulting in 

 reduced drag.

-  Mesh panels across the back and underarm for 

optimum ventilation and temperature control.

-  Low profile neckline with soft touch binding for 

 increased comfort.

-  Lightweight and flexible zip offers freedom of 

movement and a closer fit, with lockable slider for 

adjustable ventilation. Internal zip guard reduces 

chafing.

-  Flat lock seams for a closer and more comfortable fit.

-  2 easy access pockets at the back, specifically placed 

to reduce drag when in use.

 - Low profile hem gripper to keep the top in place.

-  Reflective trims for increased visibility in low light for 

those early morning starts.

AEROFORCE X TRI SUIT

A natural progression to offer the world’s fastest tri-suit 

as a non-sleeved version so those also racing ITU events 

can benefit from the advanced technologies and testing 

which has gone into the AF-X collection. Including laser 

cut and heat bonded arm and neck holes for ultimate fit 

and performance as well as a back zip with cord. 

AEROFORCE X 
ARM WARMERS

The perfect complement to your AF-X SS tri-suit 

utilising our revolutionary 3D textured Aeroforce fabric. 

Ideal for those racing long distance, in cooler conditions 

or for time trial use. 

TW21UAAW106

AEROFORCE X 
SLEEVE TRI SUIT

AEROFORCE X 
3/4 SLEEVE TOP

NEW FOR

2021

NEW FOR

2021
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LAVA
The ever-popular Lava collection has been 

updated for 2021. Designed and developed 

for long distance triathlons using the finest 

quality European fabrics with targeted ColdBlack 

technology to regulate temperatures with 

maximum breathability and freedom of movement. 

Our pads come from the Italian experts, Elastic 

Interface. These low profile pads, coupled with 

targeted foam structures, ensure comfort on the 

bike while draining quickly after the swim and 

being unnoticeable on the run. Integrated grippers 

that are woven into the fabric keep everything in 

place while being unnoticeable and less restricting 

than standard sewn in grippers. Following 

feedback from previous seasons we have updated 

the fit and new prints for 2021 give the most stylish 

season yet.

TRI APPAREL

“The Iron Performance chamois is 

one of the best we’ve ever tried. A fine 

looking and top performance suit”

2019 BEST ON  
TEST AWARD 
220 Magazine, 95% RATING
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TRI APPAREL
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TRISUITS

The new Lava suits boast an impressive selection of features with new sleek styling, aerodynamic fabrics on the sleeve and upper 

back to disrupt airflow helping to cut through the air quicker, ultra lightweight, breathable fabrics with ColdBlack technology and 

a water repellent coating helps move through the water faster, with graduated compression helping you get the most out of each 

race. 2 gel pockets positioned at the back have an aerodynamic covering, provide easy access without creating drag.

TRI APPAREL

TW20MLSST101

TS20MLTS101

TW20MLSH113

TW20MLT101

TS20MLAS101

TS20MLSS101

TS20MLSS106

TW18MLTL102
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TOP & SHORTS

These garments have real pedigree and are a popular choice amongst long-distance endurance athletes. The shorts are made 

from a soft, comfortable fabric that provides graduated compression, with a specialist long distance pad and 360 waist band. 

The top is made from an ultra-lightweight and breathable French fabric with deep pockets, white back and sublimation 

printing for a more colourful look. Due to the popularity of the Men’s ¾ sleeve warmth top we have now added a Women’s 

version in a teal colourway to the range. 

TRI APPAREL

TS20WLSS106

TS20WLFZ101

TS20WLSS101

TS20WLTS101

TW20WLSH109

TW20WLT101

TW20WLSST101

TW20WLTL102
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AQUAFLO+
The second generation Aquaflo+ range takes our award winning Aquaflo collection 

even further. Improved fit, a new panel construction and super-breathable fabrics 

ensures optimum ventilation and comfort. 

 

Aquaflo is a fast and comfortable fabric with a water repellent coating applied to give 

low levels of drag. The fabric also promotes longevity thanks to its pilling and chlorine 

resistance. High quality Xtra-Life Lycra® ensures great shape retention and comfort 

throughout the race.

TRI APPAREL

“Smarty designed, functional and high 

performance suit for a great price”

2019 BEST  
VALUE AWARD  

220 Magazine
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TS18WAQP114

Arm warmers 

available to 

compliment the 

SS triwear.

TW18WAQA104

TW18MAQA104

TS18WAQPS109

TS18MAQPS108 TW18MAQTS109

TW18WAQT109

TS18MAQP108

TRI TOP FEATURES:

- Highly breathable back and side panels,  

with new panelling for improved comfort and fit

- Ladies specific inner support bra

- Longer design to overlap the shorts

- YKK front zip

- Nutrition pockets

-  Available in short sleeve version for added coverage,  

muscle compression and sun protection

TRISUIT FEATURES:

- Available in sleeveless and short sleeve designs

- Tri specific slim-line pad with 4-way  

stretch fabric

- Side pockets for improved accessibility

- Premium wide leg gripper with comfort fit silicone inside

- Comfort focused design

TRI SHORT FEATURES:

- Tri specific slim-line pad with 4-way stretch fabric

-  3.5cm elastic waist band with drawstring cord,  

with ladies specific mid-rise for additional comfort

- Premium wide leg gripper with comfort fit silicone inside

- Rear zipped and side energy stash pockets

TW18MAQT109

TW18MAQS109

TW19WAQPBT118

TS18MAQP109

TS18WAQP109TS18MAQP118 TW18WAQS118 TW18WAQS109

TW18WAQT118

TW20WAQST114

TRI APPAREL

TS20MAQPS101
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TS20MMOM106 TS21MACP106

TS21WACPS106

TW21MACPT106MOMENTUM (STRIPES)

ACTIVATE+
The Activate Plus collection is an evolution of our hugely 

popular Activate range – keeping value as a key feature with a 

few additional features and a touch of colour and style. Made 

from the same performance Lycra sport fabric, with added high 

breathability rear panel for increased comfort and performance. 

Most notably is the stylish sublimation pattern print design which 

really does make this kit different to anything else on the start line. 

With the introduction of two new colourways, plus a fully printed 

offering, this range is sure to get you noticed in 2021.

REVOLUTION (SPOTS)

TS20MREV109

TS20WREV103 TS20WMOM106

TRI APPAREL
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Due to the overwhelming success of our new 

Momentum and Revolution prints launched in 2020, 

we have decided to take the whole range to the next 

level. Two powerful new prints ‘KONA SPEED’ and 

‘TROPICAL PALM’ are ready to make a big impact in 

2021. We have also built on our Momentum range 

and have added two new FULL ZIP versions which 

offer the customers a fantastic range of choice. 

MEN’S ACTIVTE+ SHORT SLEEVE TRISUIT WITH FULL ZIP 

TS21MACPS101

MEN’S ACTIVTE+ SHORT SLEEVE TRISUIT WITH FULL ZIP 

TS21MACPS103

WOMEN’S ACTIVTE+ SHORT SLEEVE TRISUIT WITH FULL ZIP 

TS21WACPS103

WOMEN’S ACTIVATE+  TRISUIT WITH FULL ZIP 
TS21WACPS101

WOMEN’S ACTIVATE+  TRISUIT WITH FULL ZIP 
TS21WACP103

WOMEN’S ACTIVATE+  TRISUIT

TS21WACP103

MEN’S ACTIVATE+  TRISUIT

TS21MACP103 WOMEN’S ACTIVATE+  SHORT SLEEVE TOP

TW21WACPST103

KONA SPEED

TROPICAL PALM PRINT BLACK/BLUE

TROPICAL PALM PRINT - BLACK/MINT

TRI APPAREL
NEW FOR

2021
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ACTIVATE
Our best value collection has become a staple of the triathlon world – worn by 

thousands of athletes as they embark on their triathlon journey. We developed this 

range to help encourage participation in multi-sport and provide first-timers and 

those on a budget with a high quality product at an affordable price. The Activate 

range is made using a Lycra sport fabric to ensure longevity, breathability, comfort 

and performance.  

TRI APPAREL
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MEN’S & WOMEN’S ACTIVATE 
TRISUIT WITH FULL ZIP 

A new addition to our entry-level Activate collection. The 

first short sleeve suit we have produced and at the lowest 

price point. Includes new back and underarm MESH-FLEX 

panels and a FULL ZIP making it easier to get on/off and 

extra ventilation and torso length if required. 

UNDER TRISUIT BRIEFS

A question which nearly every beginner 

triathlete has... What goes under your Tri suit? 

Our solution to this problem is the Zone3 Under 

Tri suit Briefs. Designed with minimal seams 

and soft, flat stitching to reduce chaffing whilst 

providing the support and coverage required. 

-  UFO Silicone Leg Grippers

-  Pockets on the back for 

nutrition storage

-  High quality and easy-to-

use front zip

-  Flat-lock stitching and 

elasticated arm and neck 

binding for comfort

-  Built-in chest support in 

women’s garments

-  Comfort seam layout 

-   Performance  

Tri-specific pad 

-  3.5cm waistbands  

(shorts only)

TW18MUTB101

TS19WACT107

TW19WACS107

TS19MACT108TS21MACTS108

TS21WACTS107

TW19MACS108

TRI APPAREL
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SWIMWEAR
Made up of 7 exciting categories; the new for 2021 Kona Speed, Cosmic, 

Prism, Aztec, High-Jazz, Iconic, and an all-out Race Range, there is something 

for all tastes and abilities this year as we further expand into the 

swimwear market. 

As Zone3 has grown over the last few years we’ve continued to get more 

and more requests from athletes and customers to expand our swimwear 

range and 2021 will see us doing this in full force. Working with experts 

within swimwear design, the new range not only looks the part but 

performs to the highest level.

Our Xfinity fabric is market leading and has been tried and tested by 

hundreds of athletes to ensure 100% Chlorine resistance, shape retention, 

coverage and performance.
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MEN’S BRIEF SHORTS

-

-

-

-

Low waist design for extra upper-leg 

coverage over a brief but the same 

freedom of movement in the water

Subtle overlock seams for a seamless 

appearance

Drawstring waistband for a secure fit 

Compression inner lining for modesty

MEN’S JAMMER

-

-

-

-

-

New contouring 3D lining provides full 

support, fit and shaping

100% chlorine resistant 

Italian fabric

Flat-lock stitching for improved 

durability and comfort against the skin

Drawstring waistband

Engineered for comfort

MEN’S AQUASHORTS

-

-

-

-

New bonded compression inner 

crotch to ensure maximum support

Flat-lock stitching for improved 

durability and comfort against 

the skin

Drawstring waistband

Engineered for comfort

MEN’S BRIEFS

-

-

-

Classic brief styling for freedom 

of movement in the water

Subtle overlock seams for a 

seamless appearance

Drawstring waistband for a 

secure fit

WOMEN’S BOUND BACK

Improved panelling and contoured sides 

for optimum fit and a slimming effect

Lightweight inner lining for comfort, 

support and coverage

Open back design to allow free 

movement and flexibility

Comfort fit bound-back style straps

Subtle overlock seams for a seamless 

appearance

Medium cut leg height

-

-

-

-

-

-

WOMEN’S STRAP BACK

Strap back design to allow maximum 

freedom of movement and flexibility

Careful panelling and contoured sides 

for optimum fit and a slimming effect

Lightweight inner lining for comfort, 

support and coverage

Subtle overlock seams for a seamless 

appearance

Higher cut leg height

-

-

-

-

-

WOMEN’S TWO PIECE

Swimming focussed two-piece bikini

Secure, structured fit to ensuring the 

support where you need it

Lightweight inner lining for comfort, 

support and coverage

Open back design to allow free 

movement and flexibility

Subtle overlock seams for a seamless 

appearance

Medium cut leg height

-

-

-

-

-

-

WOMEN’S CLASSIC 

Compression lined stomach panel for a 

supportive, body-shaping fit

Double lined inner bra for comfort, 

support and coverage

Wider straps and open back to allow 

free movement and flexibility

Flat-lock stitching for improved 

durability and comfort against the skin

Medium cut leg height

-

-

-

-

-
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ICONIC
RANGE
The Iconic range is our core collection of swimwear. Featuring 

performance fabrics and fit and a black base with a geometric metallic 

gold print for a stylish and subtle look. Available in all of the most 

popular styles of swimwear to ensure there is something for everybody.

Made from a combination of fabrics to ensure low water retention, 

durability and coverage. The main ‘XFINITY’ fabric is 100% chlorine 

proof and exclusively made in Italy, offering fantastic shape retention, 

breathability, fast drying properties and offers UV protection (UPF 50+).
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01 02

SW20WIBB101 WOMEN’S BOUND BACK SWIM COSTUME

WOMEN’S CLASSIC SWIM COSTUME

WOMEN’S TANKINI

MEN’S JAMMERS 

MEN’S AQUA SHORTS 

MENS BRIEFS

DRAG SHORTS

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

SW20MIJAM101

SW20WIC101

SW20WITNK101

SW20MIAQU101

SW20MIBRF101

05

*2019 version pictured

SW20UIDRA101

06 07

03

04
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The Zone3 Cosmic-Fluro range combines vibrant neon colours 

with nebula space imagery to create a collection that is subtle yet 

stylish. With the addition of a coloured version of our cosmic print 

for 2021 we aim to build on feedback from the previous season and 

offer a range of products which both adults and children alike will 

be proud to show off in the pool.

COSMIC-
FLURO
COLLECTION

WOMEN’S STRAP BACK COSTUME

MEN’S JAMMERS

01

02

COSMIC 2.0

SW18MCOJ114

SW18WCOS114

01 02

01 02

03

04

COSMIC

WOMEN’S BOUND BACK SWIM COSTUME

WOMEN’S TWO-PIECE BIKINI

MEN’S JAMMERS

MEN’S BRIEF SHORTS

01

02

03

04

SW18MCOJ115

SW18WCOBK115

SW18MCOBS115

SW18WCOB115
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MEN’S JAMMERS

MEN’S AQUA SHORTS

WOMEN’S STRAP BACK COSTUME

01

02

03

COSMIC 3.0

SW20MCAQU120

SW20MCJAM120

01

02

SW20WCSB120

03
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PRISM
COLLECTION
Featuring a variety of eye-catching 

geometric themed print designs with 

contrast details. With an additional ‘3.0’ 

pattern and new swimwear styles added 

to the range we aim to offer something for 

everyone in this stylish and vibrant 

Prism collection. 
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WOMEN’S STRAP BACK COSTUME

MEN’S JAMMERS

MEN’S BRIEF SHORTS

GIRL’S COSTUME

BOY’S JAMMERS

BOY’S BRIEF SHORT

01

02

03

04

05

06

PRISM 2.0

SW18MPRJ117

SW18WPRS117

SW18MPRBS117

SW18KP2S117

SW18KP2J117

SW18KP2BS117

MEN’S JAMMERS

MEN’S AQUA SHORTS

WOMEN’S BOUND BACK COSTUME

WOMEN’S HIGH NECK COSTUME

01

02

03

04

PRISM 3.0

SW20MPJAM130

SW20MPAQU130

SW20WPBB130

SW20WPHN130

01

01

02

02

03

03

04
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KONA SPEED 
PRINT
COLLECTION
A new print which is also seen in our tri-

wear collection meaning you can train and 

race in the prints you love. A Tribal Hawaiian 

style pattern with neon orange accents 

to give a strong look for both triathletes 

and swimmers. Black inner linings used to 

ensure coverage.
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01 02 03

MEN’S JAMMERS

MEN’S AQUA SHORTS

WOMEN’S STRAP BACK COSTUME

01

02

03

KONA SPEED

SW21MKSJAM101

SW21MKSBRF101

SW21WCSBKS101

NEW FOR

2021
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AZTEC
COLLECTION
Back for 2021, the popular Aztec collection has expanded, bringing in a 

new colourway, improved fit and a new ladies strappy back style. Bold 

native inspired Aztec patterns add a touch of style and will make sure you 

look fresh on the poolside.
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MEN’S JAMMERS

MEN’S AQUA SHORTS

WOMEN’S STRAP BACK COSTUME

01

02

03

AZTEC 3.0

SW20MAJAM140

SW20MAAQU140

SW20WASB140

WOMEN’S STRAP COSTUME

MEN’S JAMMERS

GIRL’S COSTUME

BOY’S JAMMERS

BOY’S BRIEF SHORTS

01

02

03

04

05

AZTEC 2.0

SW18WAZ2S117

SW18KAZ2S117

SW18KAZ2J117

SW18KAZ2BS117

SW18MAZ2J117

02

05

01

02

03

01
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HIGH-
JAZZ

With a new neon tropics print added to the 

line-up for 2018 combined with improved 

fitting and new styles this is sure to be a best 

selling collection for the coming season.

Made from a combination of fabrics to ensure 

low water retention, durability and coverage. 

The main ‘XFINITY’ fabric is 100% chlorine proof 

and exclusively made in Italy, offering fantastic 

shape retention, breathability, fast drying 

properties and offers UV protection (UPF 50+).

01

03

02

WOMEN’S STRAP BACK COSTUME

MEN’S JAMMERS

MEN’S BRIEF SHORTS

GIRL’S COSTUME

BOY’S JAMMERS

BOY’S BRIEF SHORTS

01

02

03

04

05

06

HIGH-JAZZ 2.0

SW18MBZJ117

SW18MBZBS117

SW19KBZB117

SW19KBZJ117

SW19KBZBS117

SW18WBZS117
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RACEWEAR
FINA approved swimwear for those looking for fantastic performance 

without the over inflated prices of the fully bonded swimwear 

currently on the market. An all out racing line for those looking to 

shave seconds off their swim.  

04  PERFORMANCE SPEED KNEESKIN

Training and racing kneeskin designed for speed

Structured design provides support and aids body position

Second skin fit for the ultimate streamlined performance

Hydrodynamic water repellent fabric

Targeted compression for increased muscular activation & performance

Italian ultra-fine lining for comfort and coverage

Flat-lock stitching for improved durability and comfort against the skin

Also available in kids sizing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

03 PERFORMANCE SPEED JAMMER

-

-

-

-

-

-

Second skin fit for the ultimate streamlined performance

Hydrodynamic water repellent fabric

Targeted compression for increased muscular activation & 

performance

Structured design provides support and aids body position

Flat-lock stitching for improved durability and comfort 

against the skin

Also available in kids sizing

MEN’S - SW18MFJS106 
WOMEN’S - SW18WFKS106 

02 WOMEN’S PERFORMANCE GOLD KNEESKIN

FINA Approved kneeskin suit designed for speed

Structured design provides support and aids body position

Second skin fit for the ultimate streamlined performance

Hydrodynamic water repellent ‘Performance Gold’ fabric

Targeted compression for increased muscular 

activation & performance

Italian ultra-fine lining for comfort and coverage

Gold colour flat-lock stitching for improved durability and comfort against the skin

-

-

-

-

-

-

01 MEN’S PERFORMANCE GOLD JAMMER

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

FINA approved race design

Second skin fit for the ultimate streamlined performance

Hydrodynamic water repellent ‘Performance Gold’ fabric

Targeted compression for increased muscular 

activation & performance

Structured design provides support and aids body position

Italian ultra-fine lining for comfort and coverage

01

02

03
04

MEN’S - SW18MFJX101  
WOMEN’S - SW18WFKX101
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SILICONE V-FLEX FINS
 

100% silicone monocoque fins designed 

to improve ankle flexibility and strength, 

a hugely important part of improving a 

swimmers efficiency and speed in the water. 

Five sizes available and designed with  

comfort in mind.

SA18UFIN

MULTI-COLOURED  
PULL BUOY

A fun twist on a training essential, made from the softest EVA 

foam we could find for comfort next to the legs, with a vibrant 

layered design.

16494

SWIM 
ACCESSORIES
We’ve been hard at work developing a new 

collection of training aids to help our Zone3 

customers maximise their swim potential. 

Developed to enhance both swimming experience 

and performance, these kit-bag staples have been 

designed to target specific parts of the stroke and 

improve technique, and efficiency, whilst the open-

water aids help ensure maximum safety. 
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POWER STROKE 
PADDLES

Designed to develop hand positioning 

through the water, hi-vis orange on the inside 

gives a visual aid to the swimmer to help 

correct swim stroke technique - with thumb & 

index finger entering the water first.

SA18CPAD

ERGO HAND PADDLES

Ergonomically shaped for optimal catch 

to develop upper body strength. A great 

workout with leg bands and buoyancy shorts.

ORANGE/ BLUE - SA19EPAD113
SILVER - SA18EPAD116

FRONT FACING 
SNORKEL

A streamline shaped, front facing 

snorkel to allow you to focus on 

technique without the need to 

worry about your breathing. 

SA18FFS

MULTI-COLOURED 
KICKBOARD 

Designed in keeping with the pull buoy with a 

streamlined shape and handles for face down 

kicking as well as head up.

SA18TRKB117

PROTECTIVE 
SWIM GOGGLE 
CASE
No more hunting around for your goggles 

at the bottom of your bag and having 

to replace them every season due to 

scratched lenses, it’s time to start taking 

care of your goggles with a protective case.

SA19GPC/OS
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NEOPRENE 
APPAREL
The neoprene apparel range has been designed to help swimmers 

continue training throughout the year. Many unheated pools get cold 

during the winter months so this range helps to maintain body heat and 

protect from the cold. Also, great for open water swimming when it’s too 

hot for a full suit. 
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BASELAYER

1.5-2mm neoprene long sleeve baselayer, 

designed to be either worn underneath a 

wetsuit during cold water conditions. The top 

features an extended back with elastic hem 

and higher neck to help keep water out and 

the user warm.

NA18MUWB101

WARMTH VEST

Like the baselayer, this vest is designed to 

be either worn underneath a wetsuit during 

cold water conditions or instead of a wetsuit 

in warmer conditions. Made from 2mm 

neoprene with soft comfort lining and a 

higher neck for additional warmth.

NA18MNWV101

WOMEN’S COSTUME

Providing the fit and coverage from our 

classic swim costume, the neoprene 

swimwear collection is made using the 

same ultra thin 1.5-2mm neoprene from 

the Jammer but gives the user body 

coverage and warmth in the water.

NA18WSWI101

NEOPRENE JAMMER

The new Neoprene Jammer combines the 

premium Italian fabrics from our swimwear 

collection with super flexible neoprene 

on the legs to give you that extra lift over 

training in your Jammers, but without the 

look of wearing a buoyancy short.

NA18MJAM101
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WOMEN’S KNEESKIN

A neoprene version on our ladies 

swim skin, this is made using ultra thin 

neoprene to give full body coverage and 

warmth in the water.

NA18WKNE101

MEN’S KNEESKIN

Based on our men’s swim skin, this 

neoprene costume gives extra warmth 

and coverage over the neoprene 

Jammers. Made using ultra thin 1.5-2mm 

neoprene to give full body coverage and 

warmth.

NA18MKNE101

KICKPANTS

As with the Original Buoyancy Shorts these have 

3mm Yamamoto Smoothskin down the centre 

with 5mm on the sides. This 3mm neoprene is 

then continued over the knees and ankles for 

those who need a little extra lift in the water. 

NA18MFNT101
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WOMEN’S

BUOYANCY SHORTS

ORIGINALS: 5/3MM

By popular demand, a new Women’s specific 

version of our original design buoyancy shorts 

to ensure optimal fit. 

NA21WBSORG109

BUOYANCY SHORTS 

THE PREMIUM OPTION: 

5/3MM

The Premium version utilises a combination 

of Yamamoto #39 SCS on the front and back 

panels, and Yamamoto SCS Aerodome on 

the side panels. This gives a softer, lighter 

and more flexible fit along with more 

buoyancy and hip rotation that is suited to 

heavy legged swimmers looking to refine 

their technique. 

NA18MBSP101

BUOYANCY SHORTS

THE ORIGINALS: 5/3MM

Made from top quality Yamamoto Smoothskin 

neoprene and stitched and bonded the same 

way as our wetsuits. Designed using 3mm 

neoprene down the centre and 5mm neoprene 

on the sides. The shorts offer core body 

buoyancy and help to promote hip rotation 

through the stroke.

NA18MBSO101

BUOYANCY SHORTS 

THE NEXT STEP: 3/2MM 

The perfect progression from our Original 

buoyancy short, designed for those 

looking to take their swimming to the next 

level. The reduced emphasis on buoyancy 

and core support enables the swimmer to 

continue to develop their technique and 

efficiency with slightly less dependency. 

They are made from the same Yamamoto 

Smoothskin neoprene with stitched and 

bonded seams. 

NA18MBSN101

FrontSIDE 

NEW FOR

2021
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HEAT-TECH 
NEOPRENE 
SWIM CAP

A new thermal version to complement 

our socks and gloves. 4mm in thickness 

with fleece lining to help get through 

those colder swims. 

NA21UHTC116

SWIM CAP

The ultimate thermal protection for open 

water swimming. The Zone3 Neoprene Swim 

Cap provides warmth whilst maintaining good 

hydrodynamics through the water. It has a 

Velcro strap which joins under the chin so 

optimum fit is ensured. 

NA18UNSC108

NA18UNSC116

NA18UNSC113

NA18USSC108

HEAT-TECH GLOVES

Our warmest glove made from a slightly thicker 

neoprene with a thermal lining for improved 

insulation. Constructed using liquid seal 

waterproof seams to help prevent water entry 

with a Velcro Strap and longer Lycra sleeve to 

enable a secure fit.

NA18UHTG101

NA18UNSG108 NA18UNSG116

SWIM GLOVE

The primary function of the Zone3 open water swimming gloves is 

to keep your hands insulated from the cold. They are designed to be 

long enough to fit underneath a wetsuit and also feature a Velcro 

strap to hold them in place. There is no webbing between the fingers 

to improve the feel in the water and there is also a silicone print on 

the palm for grip.

NEOPRENE 
HEADBAND

The new Zone3 Headband is 

constructed using 2mm thick 

high performance neoprene 

for warmth and low-profile 

Velcro for fit adjustment. A 

perfect addition to any cold 

water swim; helping to keep 

your ears and head warm. 

SA20UNHB101

NEW FOR

2021
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ZONE3 100% 
NATURAL GLIDE

Made in Canada with 100% 

natural ingredients to 

prevent chafing and irritation, 

inflammation and skin 

problems caused by friction 

such as blisters, skin burns and 

dehydration.

NA18UGLI107116

NEOPRENE 
TIMING  CHIP 
STRAP 

A race day essential with a 

focus on comfort to enable a 

secure and non-rubbing fit. 

NA18UTCS108

NA18UNSS108 NA18UNSS116

SWIM SOCK

An essential product to keep the feet warm whilst swimming 

in cold water. With a longer cut to tuck into a wetsuit and a 

Velcro strap to ensure they stay in place, with minimal water 

entry. The sole is made from a durable and gripping fabric to 

help with protection and grip when walking to or from the 

water.

HEAT-TECH  
BOOTIE SOCK

Our warmest sock made from a slightly 

thicker neoprene with a thermal lining for 

improved insulation. There is a zip on the 

side for a snugger fit, and easier access. 

The socks also have a Velcro strap to help 

minimise water entry and a gripped sole.

NA18UHTS101

TOE CAPS

The Zone3 toe covers are 

designed to give just the 

right amount of warmth on 

cooler rides. Perfect for spring 

and autumn riding and a kit 

bag essential for any early 

morning races.

NA18UNTC101
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SAFETY BUOY 
/ TOW FLOAT 

A new lower cost tow float 

design perfect for new open 

water swimmers or those 

who our required to wear 

them during races or training 

sessions. The tow float lacks 

any storage area and is 

smaller than our best-selling 

28L Safety Buoy Dry Bag but 

still does give great visibility 

and functionality with lease, 

strap and carry handle. 

Dimensions: Inflated size 

around 41×22cm (Deflated 

48×29cm). The inflated size 

is similar to our existing 28L 

Safety Buoy Dry Bag.

ORANGE-SA21SBTF113
PINK-SA21SBTF114

OPEN WATER 
ACCESSORIES

SWIM SAFETY  
BELT POUCH

A smaller ‘tow float’ version of 

our popular dry bag without 

the storage space. This is 

designed purely for safety 

when swimming alone and 

folds back into the belt when 

not in use.

SA18SBTF113

SWIM BUOY/ 
DRY BAG 28L

The Zone3 dry bag features 

dual air bladders that 

inflate around the storage 

compartment with a 

large 28L capacity. The 

adjustable dual belt design 

attaches securely around 

the swimmer’s waist and 

the leash ensures that the 

product remains out of 

your stroke range whilst 

swimming.

ORANGE - SA18SBDB113
PINK - SA18SBDB114

HYDRATION 
SWIM BUOY

Designed with the long distance 

swimmer in mind, the buoy allows 

the swimmer to stay hydrated with 

the water bottle pouch, whilst also 

visible for safety. 

SA18SBHY113

ON THE GO SWIM 
BUOY/ BAG

For swimmers who want a smaller 

area to store personal items whilst 

still having the visibility and safety of 

swimming with a buoy. The beauty 

of this product is that all items placed 

in the bag are easily accessible, even 

whilst in the water. 

SA18SBDO113

SWIMRUN 
BACKPACK BUOY

As the original Swim Buoy/Dry Bag 

with backpack style straps to allow 

for use and essentials storage 

during SwimRun events.

SA18SRDB113

NEW FOR

2021
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MESH 
TRAINING BAG

A very convenient invention 

for all swimmers, designed 

to store your training 

accessories in, made from 

mesh fabric to enable 

excess water to dry out. The 

bags have a large strap for 

shoulder carry, short strap 

for hanging on pegs and a 

draw-string cord for easy 

access.

LARGE - SA18LMTB101
SMALL - SA18SMTB101

POLAR FLEECE PARKA ROBE

This Parka Robe-style Jacket has been designed to give 

protection from the elements when you’re going to and from 

training or racing. Its three quarter length helps to keep the 

body’s warmth locked in and also provides an easy way to get 

changed into new clothes after a training / race session.

NAVY CW18UFPJ103  BLACK CW21UFPJ101

SA18SCAP101 SA18SCAP113 SA18SCAP108

SA18SCAP116

SA18SCAP115 SA19SCPJ117SA18SCPC117

SILICONE SWIM CAPS

High quality 48g Silicone Swim Cap which is 

designed to be comfortable with a snug fit, 

and easy to put on/remove without pulling 

on your hair. Available in a variety of colours 

to match our wetsuit cuffs. There are also 

yellow and orange options for enhanced 

visibility, or stylish multi-colour designs to 

match our swimwear.

SA20SCA140
SA18SCAP114

WATERPROOF PHONE POUCH

An extra layer of protection for your phone or valuables 

during open water swimming. Simple to use and combine 

with the Swim Safety Buoy Dry Bag product. 

SA21WPP113

NEW FOR

2021

NEW FOR

2021
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RACE 
ACCESSORIES

TRANSITION 
BACKPACK

The perfect training and race-day 

bag, with separate compartments 

to keep your kit organised and a 

waterproof lined wetsuit section. 

RA20TRANB101

Winner of 
220 Triathlon 
magazine’s“Best 
on Test” award 
2016 & 2017.

RA20WBKP101RA20WWB101

Two new waterproof bags, both perfect for commuters and race 

days. The waterproof shoulder bag is great for keeping your 

wet wetsuit separate from your other belongings. Where as the 

backpack is spacious enough for all your essentials and built-in 

laptop section to keep it secure.
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RA18RBGL113

RA18RBNP101

RACE BELT 
NEOPRENE POUCH

RA18RBLP101

RACE BELT 
LYCRA POUCH

RACE BELT WITH GEL LOOPS

RACE BELTS

A must for any triathlete, our race belts are made from high 

quality elastic with sturdy plastic buckle and clips to secure 

your number, and loops to accommodate energy gels. 

Choice is the spice of life and our race belts are available 

in 4 styles:

RACE BELT WITH GEL LOOPS - The original belt with 3 x 

energy gel storage loops and 3 x race number clips

RACE BELT WITH NEOPRENE POUCH - 15.5 x 7cm pouch 

with waterproof zipper, 2 x energy gel loops, reflective 

patches and elastic clips to secure your race number

RACE BELT WITH LYCRA POUCH - 21 x 3.5cm expanding 

pouch with middle zipper, 2 x energy gel loops, reflective 

patches and elastic clips to secure your race number.

RA18TRUC101

NAVY/SILVER - RA19LWBC104
CHARCOAL/SILVER - RA19LWBC101

RA18TRUC102
HEADWEAR

Available in a variety of styles - 2 stylish trucker cap designs with mesh back and 

curved brim, one classic flat peak snapback with tab logo and 3 styles of Race 

Visor which feature a coolmax lining combined with a new high stretch lycra back 

for optimum comfort. Our headwear makes for a stylish addition to any athletes 

wardrobe.

AERO BENTO BOX

A new and improved product for this 

year, this frame mounted storage 

box allows you to keep nutrition and 

valuables in an easy to access area 

whilst keeping in line with your bikes 

aerodynamic profile.

RA19BENB101

ELASTIC LACES 

Top of the range heavy-duty elastic cord laces perfect for speedy transitions! 

You simply replace your laces with these elastic cords, use the toggle to 

adjust the tension, and tie off the ends in a knot so they don’t accidentally 

slip through the cord stopper. A triathlon essential, now available in two  

new neon colourways.

BLACK - RA18ELLC101 
NEON ORANGE- RA18ELLC113 
RED - RA18ELLC108 
NEON PINK- RA18ELLC114 
PURPLE - RA18ELLC110

RA18RBGL112

RA19CMRV103

RA19CMRV102
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CYCLEWEAR
We set about developing Zone3 cyclewear with the aim 

of creating a range of products that takes us beyond 

the race start line, with many of our athletes wanting 

kit for all three training disciplines. The 2021 collection 

features refined fit and fabric choices, as well as stylish 

print pattern. High quality design and value have 

always been important to us, and these principles are 

at the forefront of our new cycle collection.

CY18MMCJ101

CY18MWPG101
MEN’S - CW18MARM101

WOMEN’S - CW18WARM101

CY18MMBS101

1.

2.

3.

4.

CY18WWPG101 CY18UARM117

CY18WMCS101

7.

8.

CY18WMCJ101

1. MEN’S COOLMAX CYCLE JERSEY

- Airflow fabric
- Full front zip
- 3 Back pockets with 1 zipped key pocket
- Flatlock seams
- Silicone waist gripper
- Elasticated polyester arms & neck for added comfort

3. MEN’S LYCRA POWER BIB-SHORTS

- Comfort stitching to prevent friction while riding
- Performance pad for added comfort 
- Open mesh bib construction for optimum ventilation
- Large leg gripper for evenly distributed pressure

2. MEN’S WINDPROOF 

- Ultra lightweight, windproof fabric on the front & top of the back
- Full front zip
- Back mesh panel
- Rear pocket

4. ARM WARMERS

-
-
-

Super lightweight & breathable
Adds extra protection from the sun
Silicone gripper to keep in place

7. WOMEN’S LYCRA POWER SHORTS

- Comfort waistband
- Performance pad for added comfort
- Large leg gripper for evenly distributed pressure

6. WOMEN’S WINDPROOF GILET

- Ultra lightweight, windproof fabric on 
   the front & top of the back
- Full front zip
- Back mesh panel
- Rear pocket

5. WOMEN’S COOLMAX CYCLE JERSEY

- Airflow fabric
- Full front zip
- 3 Back pockets with 1 zipped key pocket
- Flatlock seams
- Silicone waist gripper
- Elasticated polyester arms & neck for added comfort
- Women’s specific cut

8. ARM WARMERS

-
-
-

Super lightweight & breathable
Adds extra protection from the sun
Silicone gripper to keep in place

5.

6.
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AQUAHERO 
GOGGLE

The kids Aquahero goggle is 

super comfortable, designed 

with both pool and open 

water swimming in mind. 

Modelled on the Zone3 

Attack goggles. The anti-fog 

treated, blue tint lenses 

provide crystal clear vision so 

that kids can enjoy the same 

performance and comfort as 

adults.

SA20KGOGA109

KIDS  
RACE BELT

The original belt now comes 

in a smaller size, with 3 x 

energy gel storage loops and 

3 x race number clips.

RA18KRAB101

TRISUIT - TS18KADS113
TOP - TW19KADT113

SHORTS - TW19KADS113

ADVENTURE 
TRI APPAREL

The children’s Adventure 

range of tri-apparel is 

designed for those younger 

Triathletes looking to get 

started at an early age. This 

range will hopefully help to 

encourage participation in 

multisport events and give 

new entrants to the market 

a high quality product but at 

an affordable price.

Taking inspiration from 

the adults collection, the 

Adventure is made using a 

Lycra sport fabric to ensure 

breathability, comfort and 

performance. Features 

include a children’s specific 

Tri pad, easy-to-use front 

zipper, silicone UFO leg 

grippers and flat locked 

stitching to ensure maximum 

comfort.

Children’s Sizing: S (8-10), M 

(10-12) and L (12-14).

ADVENTURE WETSUIT 

The Adventure wetsuit has been designed 

based on the increased demand for a 

quality, performance wetsuit in the smaller 

sizes. The suit is a mixture of 2mm, 3mm 

and 4mm neoprene thicknesses, with 

a panel design based on our Advance 

model, including a new, ultra comfortable, 

raw-cut collar. 

Zone3 has been known as the ‘hip’ brand 

by the youth and junior athletes for the 

last few years, so we hope that this suit 

will further cement that and ensure they 

continue to stick with Zone3 as they 

grow up. 

WS18KADV101

Also available in top + shorts

TRISUIT - TS19KADP117
TOP - TW19KADPT117

SHORTS - TW19KADPS117

CHILDREN’S 
RANGE
We have always been passionate about grassroots and understand how 

important those first experiences are. Our children’s collection has been 

developed to the same standard as our adults range – offering perfect fit, 

supreme comfort and maximum performance.
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ZONE3 COMPRESSION 
AND FITNESS RANGE 
NOW AVAILABLE
 
HIGHLY TECHNICAL, PERFORMANCE 
PRODUCTS WITH BEAUTIFUL  
DESIGN FEATURES
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